
SPECIFYING FOR COMMERCIAL WASHROOMS
A GUIDE FOR FIT-OUT COMPANIES



The value of choice

Whether you’re a specialist installer or a manufacturer of washroom cubicles, you’ll appreciate the value of 
choice. Different projects call for different styles, materials and finishes, but where quality and aesthetics 
really matter, there’s no better choice than stainless-steel. Robust and dependable, it minimises servicing 
costs, and it’s readily available in a wide range of designs and finishes.

At Dudley Industries we’ve been designing and manufacturing washroom dispensers for over 75 years and 
we’ve learnt a lot during that time.  We specialise in Stainless Steel known for it’s strength, durability and 
hygienic properties.

Invest in your reputation

We appreciate that there are other, cheaper materials available to choose from but we believe investing in 
a quality metal range will deliver longer term savings.  Our dispensers are supported by a 10 year warranty 
delivering reliability for your clients whilst protecting your reputation for quality installations.

The benefits of dealing direct

We know every detail of our products because they have been designed and made by our own team. 
Our ranges are designed by our team of designers and engineers based at our facility in Lytham St Annes, 
Lancashire.  From concept through to large scale production and shipping our team take care of every detail.  
This means we can answer any question you may have and support you with every stage of installation.



The Classic Range
Timeless design combined with function and reliability. Available in 
brushed or polished stainless steel or white powder coat.

The Platinum Range
Stylish and contemporary. Made from the finest grade stainless steel with 
an architectural lacquer to help prevent fingerprint marks.

The Plasma Range
The go-to range for Architects the Plasma range offers clean lines and 
sleek angles completed with the recessed lock.

Recessed Units & Washstations
Both space saving and stylish recessed units seamlessly support the 
washroom decor scheme.

Behind the Mirror Systems
The stylish solution when space is at a premium. Utilising the space 
behind a mirror optimises washroom flow.

Specialist Systems
Our specialist ranges help to safeguard the vulnerable (Anti-Ligature) and 
promote independence for as long possible (Dementia Range). Helping to 
make the washroom a safe place for everyone.



At Dudley Industries we are a leading washroom equipment manufacturer; originally 
founded in 1942 we have grown and developed to serve markets globally.

We specialise in the design and manufacture of quality metal washroom 
dispensers including soap and paper towel dispensers through to bespoke 
cabinet systems. Get in touch with our team for more information about 
our range of products any how we can support projects.
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